
 
 
 
 
 

Policy Statement 
Music 

 

RTRFM is an independent and alternative community radio station and when 

thinking about the music that should be played on the station we really must 

bear in mind what shouldn’t be played. Consequently our music is as much 

defined by what is played on commercial and government radio as it is by what 

we think should be spun. 

 

We lose our relevance as The Sound Alternative if we do not cater for our 

audience and provide a home for music that is otherwise unheard across the 

Perth radio landscape. So in a broad sense, we should be filling a niche on the 

Perth airwaves. 

 

Having said that, just because particular music is being played on another 

station, does not automatically mean that we should not be playing it, or that 

we should stop playing it. There are instances, albeit rare, when a particular artist 

may have been broken on RTR, but goes on to receive airplay on other stations – 

this most often happens with local music. If a particular artist, album or track 

gains traction with our listeners and presenters, and fits stylistically with what RTR 

does, there is no reason we should not play it. Of course actually differentiating 

what fits on RTR and what doesn’t is a more complex proposition. 

 

As “the sound alternative” we focus our attention on independent artists, and 

music that is underground, obscure, boundary-pushing and otherwise unheard. 

We foreground music that is innovative, progressive and experimental, as well as 

sourcing music from independent labels and unsigned artists. 

 

On the whole RTRFM does this very well. Our biggest strength as a community 

station and as an independent voice is the profound musical knowledge of our 

broadcasters. We do this without an overbearing Music Director telling people 

what to play. That kind of “playlisting” in conjunction with the practice of 



“rotation” kills the souls of many a radio station. Thankfully this does not happen 

at RTRFM. 

 

The music we play is very diverse across the seven days a week and 24 hours 

that we broadcast. We love our diversity, and it makes us distinct from our 

monolithic media adversaries.  

 

The Music Director at the station shouldn’t instruct people what to play but guide 

them in times of difficulty, help them with new releases and pull out appropriate 

music from the library when necessary. Perhaps ‘director’ is the wrong name for 

this position. The role is more akin to the coordination of that of an advisor. This 

position is about identifying when things are going awry as opposed to 

instructing what should be played on all programs at all times. 

 

We have always had an informal approach towards the music that we play 

across the station, although it hasn’t ever been put into written form. This “policy” 

has grown with the station. Our predecessors and some people who are still here, 

have developed an amazing way of doing things at RTRFM. However, for those 

encountering the station for the first time, or for those who may be unclear about 

what is appropriate to play on the station, it is important to point out our general 

approach to music on RTRFM. 

 

The key strength that RTR’s presenters bring to the station is their passion for 

music, and their immense knowledge of music history, music culture and the 

social and industrial conditions that surround its creation, recording and 

distribution. This innate knowledge provides our specialist programs with the 

distinctiveness and high quality that is vital to radio programming that dedicates 

itself to a specific genre, style or idea. The fact that these presenters are so 

dedicated to their chosen genre also allows them to stay on the pulse in terms of 

playing new releases and incorporating information about live events and even 

news and current happenings into their programming. 

 

There are, however, certain approaches towards music that do not fit with what 

the station is about stylistically. Namely, RTR does not play music that is 

commercially-oriented in nature – music that is produced for and marketed 



towards a mainstream audience. The difference between the “sound” and 

“vibe” of RTR and other radio stations is abundantly clear when you listen to the 

music played on each. Both the delivery style of our presenters and the 

production style of our sweepers, station IDs and sponsorship announcements 

differs greatly from that of other stations, and the music we play is no different. 

The tunes that we play on RTR may at times have lower production values – they 

may be dirtier, more lo-fi, and less polished, but they are usually also less 

structurally and melodically generic, more musically innovative, experimental or 

different from mainstream or commercially-driven pop music. Our listeners tune 

into RTRFM to hear music that is different from what they would hear on other 

stations, and it is imperative that we maintain this distinction. 

 

In terms of new music that fits within contemporary standards of taste and genre 

this is usually easy to determine. However, where this can become complicated 

is in determining what older music is appropriate – music that may either have 

been commercially successful upon its original release that is no longer charting 

and has retained a sense of cultural importance and relevance, or music that 

was not particularly successful or well-known upon its original release but has 

gained wider recognition through reappraisal and continued exposure. 

 

The commercial and industrial conditions of music production, distribution and 

marketing have changed significantly over the course of the last decade. 

Whereas there is almost no contemporary music that is commercially successful 

that is also appropriate for airplay on RTRFM (though there are obviously 

exceptions), this was not necessarily the case in the past. It is as important for RTR 

to pay homage to classic artists and retrace vital moments in popular music 

history as it is for the station to pursue new and groundbreaking contemporary 

music. However, how we define classics requires examination as well. Perhaps 

the best way to think about this is whether a clearly delineated line of influence 

can be drawn between an older artist and the kind of contemporary music that 

is played on the station. Another way of thinking about this distinction is by 

examining the critical standing of a particular artist. Artists who are widely 

regarded as having made important contributions to the history of popular music 

are generally the kind of artists whose music will find a home on RTR in some 

form. Alternately, artists who were and continue to be relatively unknown but 



whose music fits stylistically with the above points offer the kind of innovation and 

difference from the norm that RTR is renowned for. It is important to consider the 

“context” within which an older artist’s – and indeed any artist’s – music is 

regarded when deciding whether they are acceptable for airplay on the station. 

 

Peak and Specialist Programs 

There are some similarities as well as the widely understood differences between 

the role of peak programs and that of specialist programs. Although obviously it 

is important for all shows to play music that fits with the overall sound of the 

station, the purpose of each show is often determined by their specific content. 

The peak programs on RTR also obtain a lot of their on-air talent from the 

specialist music and talks programs, so it is important for all presenters to have an 

understanding of the role of the peak programs. 

 

The peak programs on the station are usually the most listened to, because they 

are on every weekday, and they often become part of our audience’s daily 

listening habits. It is important for peak programs to provide (for the most part) a 

musical overview of the kind of music heard elsewhere on the station. In a 

general sense, it is good for Breakfast with Barr and Drivetime to play a little bit of 

everything – mixing it up between both new music and classics. Having said that, 

there are several styles that are generally favoured across the station, such as 

indie rock/pop, and contemporary electronic music and these programs do a 

good job of representing these styles. As a talks program Morning Magazine’s 

focus is on current affairs, but musically it attempts to present an eclectic and 

mostly upbeat mix of tunes that are not too challenging, but are certainly not 

mainstream or commercial in sound or style. It also plays music that is a little older 

– ranging from music that is roughly six months old, to classics. Musically Out To 

Lunch and Full Frequency are often a little more adventurous. As both are 

generally oriented towards new music, they attempt to cover a range of styles - 

though Full Frequency from within the more specific realms of electronica and 

dance music. 

 

Whilst the vast majority of shows on the station are music-oriented, most talks 

programs on the station also rely heavily on appropriate music. Music on talks 

programs needs to reflect what RTR is about sonically, and as such should 



represent a cross-section of different sounds heard on across the station. Specific 

talks programs may obviously have a particular thematic topic, or an 

overarching concept behind them, and it is excellent when the music on the 

program can and does tie in stylistically with that theme. However, it is also 

important for the music to fit stylistically within the realms of RTR’s overall 

approach to music, which may mean that not all music that is thematically 

appropriate is also musically appropriate. The music director should be able to 

advise members of talks collectives on what is appropriate and what isn’t. 

Another excellent idea is for talks collectives to appoint their own music director 

– someone who makes specific musical selections that fit within RTR’s general 

musical attitude. Whatever approach is taken in choosing music for talks 

programs, it is important that the ratio of talks to music is balanced, and that the 

show’s musical content reflects both the show’s own specific thematic or topical 

approach, and the station’s musical approach. 

 

Local Music on the Station 

 

Local music is a huge emphasis for the station. RTRFM has developed a strong 

relationship with the local music community, and is an integral part of it. We rely 

on the local music community to help us sound great, and it is important that we 

promote and support local music. We do this by having local bands and artists 

play our fundraising events, which offer significant promotional opportunities to 

them, and by offering them interviews, which enable them to promote their 

music. However, the biggest ongoing responsibility that we have to local music is 

to actually play it. It is integral to our position as one of the primary supporters of 

the local music industry that local music makes up a significant part of our 

playlists. 

 

Presently only weekday programs and Homegrown have local music quotas. 

However, when specialist programs play local music it helps to ensure that these 

programs not only sound great, but also that they stay involved with what’s 

happening around town (and the state) and they help to promote scenes and 

sounds that make the local music scene and strong and vibrant as it is. The 

following are not enforced in any way, but are a suggestion of appropriate levels 

of local music content for all programs on the grid. 



 

Suggested local music quotas. 

 

Weekday 

Breakfast with Barr - 25% WA Music 

Morning Magazine - 50% WA Music 

Out To Lunch – 25% WA Music 

Full Frequency – 10% WA Music 

Drivetime – 25% WA Music 

 

 

 

Guitars 

 

    * Behind The Mirror - 10% WA Music 

    * Burn The Airwaves - 25% WA Music 

    * Critical Mass - 10% WA Music 

    * Plucked Strings - 10% WA Music 

    * Rock Rattle and Roll - 10% WA Music 

    * Rockin' The Roots - 25% WA Music 

    * Spoonful of Blues - 10% WA Music 

    * Woodstock Rock - N/A 

 

Beats 

 

    * All City - 10% WA Music 

    * Bass Check - N/A 

    * Black and Blue - N/A 

    * Down Underground - 25% WA Music 

    * El Ritmo - N/A 

    * Global Rhythm Pot - 10% WA Music 

    * Jamdown - N/A 

    * Mutation - N/A 

    * Rhythm Trippin' - N/A 

    * Soulsides - N/A 



    * Train Wreck - 10% WA Music 

 

 

Talks 

 

    * All Things Queer - 25% WA Music 

    * Indymedia - 25% WA Music 

    * Understorey - N/A 

    

Experimental Programs 

 

    * Ambient Zone – 10% WA Music 

    * Difficult Listening - 25% WA Music 

    * Posted - 10% WA Music 

    * Underground Solution - 10% WA Music 

 

Specialist Programs 

 

    * Drastic on Plastic - 20% WA Music 

    * Giant Steps - 10% WA Music 

    * Homegrown – 100% WA Music 

    * Nostalgia - N/A 

    * Saturday Jazz - 10% WA Music 

    * Sunday Morning Coming Down - 20% WA Music 

 

Overnight Programs 

 

    * Beats Per Minute - N/A 

    * Brain, Blood, Volume - 20% WA Music 

    * Looney Choons - N/A 

    * Snooze Button - 20% WA Music 

    * Up Late - 20% WA Music 

 


